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THE MACRO MODEL PROGA;AMME SECTOR
OF THE MICROSIMULATION MODEL

NEDYMAS

Gijs J.M. Dekkers, Jan H.M. Nelissen and Harrie A.A. Verbon

WORC, Tilburg University, The Nethérlands ~

Keywords microsimulation, micro-macro linkage

1. Introduction.

The NEDYMAS microsimulation model is focused on the behaviour of individuals and
households. One of the most important disadvantages of the model is the absence of
macroeconomic feedbacks. For example, we know that for a large part, consumption
determines domestic production whereas, national income largely determines the
consumption possibilities.

Nakamura and Nakamura (1990) mention the effect that changes in the social
security contributions for unemployment insurances have on the employers' labour
costs. This can result in a substitution of capital for labour and affects, in turn, the
employment opportunities.

Looking at the impact of demographic changes on the income distributión [see
Muffels and Nelissen (1993)J we are also faced with the lack of a macro model.
Another demographic evolution would have resulted in another economic structure. For
example, if we hold the demographic transition probabilities constant at the 1970-level,
this will in e. g. 1989 result in a much larger number of minors, whereas in the other
age groups the population size hardly differs. This implies a larger national
consumption, which will have to be produced by a potential labour force which hardly
differs from the actual one. Therefore, unemployment will be less under the
hypothetical scenario, and as a consequence, the income distribution will also be
affected. But, to measure this type of effects we need a macro model. In other words,
we can only measure the iirst round impact.

An extra complication which arises is due to the way in which contemporary
microsimulation models deal with the sequence of occurrences. All models are
recursive. For example, NEDYMAS begins by treating all demographic transitions.
Next, it considers education, and thereafter changes in economic activity, including the
resulting labour income'. Lastly, social security transfers and taxes are considered.
This sequence is necessary because various transition probabilities can only be
computed after the execution of certain modules, or because some checks - using
macrodata - have to be made, before we can progress. And it is within such a block

' The recursive structure holds for all microsimulation models. Mostly, the transitions within one block
are also executed in a recursive way. An exception is the Darmstadt model; see Hellwig (1988).
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that individuals and ~ or households are treated in a sequential way. This way makes
it is impossible to take the market processes into account because the market price is
determined by the behaviour of sellers and buyers simultaneously. However, this
simultaneity is not considered, and consequently, the feed backs are not included in a
direct way. ~

The problem applies in particular when scenarios or alternative trajectories have to be
considered. Otherwise, it would often be possible to fall back on macro calculations by
other researchers. For example, in our research into the redistributive impact of social
securiry schemes, on lifetime income distribution [see Nelissen (1993a)] we made use
of the population projections of the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics and of the
macroeconomic forecasts of the Central Planning Agency.

The partial nature of microsimulation models can be solved by introducing supple-
mentary models, covering the sectors and relations not included in the microsimulation
model. These additional models can be highly aggregated if less details are needed for
these other sectors. The need for a macro model programme sector holds for all major
microsimulation models. For example, one has tried to link a rather large macro model
to the German Sonderforschung 3 microsimulation model [see Hansen, Klein and Man-
nel (1987)], but this attempt was unsuccessful as Mot ( 1991: 67) reports. The reason
for this were the huge computer costs. The DYNASIM model initially contained a(very
limited) macro model [see Orcutt, Caldwell and Wertheimer II (1976: 35-40, 351 and
353)] . However, the macro model was abolished in a later version of the model. In
later versions adjustments factors are used to adapt the microsimulation results to
forecasts by external macro models.

Golladay and Haveman (1977)'- tried to solve the problem by using an input-
output model. However, this implies that the supplementary model incorporates the
simplifying assumptions of the Leontief-technology, like linearity, additivity and non-
substitutability and fixed trading patterns. These assumptions ure useable when emphasis
is on short term analysis, but it is debatable with respect to long run issues.

The ideal solution for the micro-macro linkage is via an iterative procedure [see Galler
(1990: 296)], but this is not feasible because of the large computer costs.3 Galler shows
three possible alternatives:
1) Disregarding of the mutual interdependences. Dependencies are neglected and the
macro model has been used to estimate the value of the macrovariables, which are
subsequently used in the micromodel. This implies that the researcher only uses the
macro results as an input for the microsimulation model, but the results of the
microsimulation model are not used in the macro model. This will usually result in
discrepancies between the aggregates derived from both models, because as a con-
sequence of the aggregation problem a structural equivalence of both models is absent.

2 See also Haveman, Hollenbeck, Betson and Holmer (1980).
3 This problem may be solved in the near future when more rapid processors become available at

relatively low prices.
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This approach is used in the Australian NIEIR's microsimulation models; see National
Institute of Economic and Industry Reserach (1992).
2) This problem can be solved by adapting the macro model iteratively for results of

the microsimulation model via so-called local approximations of the latter one. For
example, first, the demographic part of the microsimulátion model is ran and these
results are used as an input for macro relationships in the household septor of the macro
model. Then the macro model is ran, and so on. An applicátion, in which only labour
supply and consumption expenditures are treated in this way can ~be found in Ten
Hacken and Kapte}~n at Tilburg University; see e.g. Ten Hacken, Kapteyn and Woittiez
(1989).
3) An alternative to this is to solve the problem recursively via a(very) short simulation
period. Bennett and Berghmann (1986) have chosen this solution, assuming that
households respond to changes in the macroeconomic variables with a delay of one
period.

The described macro model has to be considered as only being an initial step in establi-
shing a link between macroeconomic policy and macroeconomic developments and the
microsimulation model. Therefore, we chose the second option as mentioned by Galler
(1990). This implies that output of the microsimulation model has also been used to
generate input for the macro model. For example, labour supply is determined by the
microsimulation model and confronting this labour supply with the labour demand -
which has been determined by the macro model - gives us the unemployment figures.

In this paper, two models will be presented; a short terrn - and a long term model,
where the latter is based on the former. The short term model will be presented and
discussed in section 2. Here, the simulation results of this model will also be given.
These simulation results are based on three variants, to wit an increasing, constant and
decreasing unemployment (as a fraction of the population). The long term model and
its simulation results will be discussed in section 3. Here, the behaviour of the model
as a result of exogenous changes will be seen through the effect of the discontinuous
savings perunage.

These short and long term models are written in TSP on a VAX-VMS machine,
and consist both of a set of interdependent and consistent behavioural equations and
identities. They will be used to simulate the (intertemporal) course of several key
variables. This involves solving the model, and, departing from the intertemporal course
of the exogenous variables, calculating the values for the endogenous variables. Now,
two methods of simulation can be distinguished, where the difference lies in the
treatment of the lagged endogenous variables (which are therefore exogenous). The
static method takes for every "run" (that is, for every year for which the values of the
endogenous variables have to be derived) the actual lagged value of this endogenous
variable, whereas in the dynamic method, the simulated lagged value of this variable
is used. The difference is readily seen: in the first method, simulation errors in one run
do not influence the "fit" in the other, following runs. This means that the static method
overestimates the fit of the model. In the dynamic method, however, simulation errors
can, after several runs, cause serious departures from the actual course of the
endogenous variables, in which case the model "explodes" . This means that simulation
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errors, possibly the result of modelling errors, are not surpressed, such is the case in
static simulation. Nowadays, when speaking about simulation tout court, one usually
means dynamic simulation, as we do.

2. The short term model

2.1. The model

As usual, the model consists of behavioural equations and a number of
behavioural equations in this model describe the following variables:

(i) direct and indirect taxes
(ii) wages
(iii) depreciation of the capital stock
(iv) demand for labour
(v) production
(vi) consumption
(vii) investments
(iix) imports
(ix) exports
(x) price of consumption goods

identities. The

The identities describe the budget deficit, the public debt, governmental interest pay-
ments, the savings, the capital stock, the interest perunage and several other variables
(such as the real sum of wages, the after tax sum of wages and inflation) which are
directly dependent on other endogenous variables.

The last two remarks which have to be made are that all variables are expressed
in constant prices of 1980, unless stated explicitly otherwise, and that "government" is
defined as the whole of central and local governments and other public entities.

2.1.1. Households

It is assumed that the wage is the only source of income for households. Households
supply labour in order to gain an income and use this income, after having paid direct
taxes, to purchase consumption goods and to save. Part of this consumption comes from
abroad, and is therefore imported. The wage (per capita) is formed by the following
equation:

(1) Wpcp --5.70 - 0.004 UN f 0.57 Wpcp(-1) f 24.49 p
t values -2.54 -5.27 6.18 4.45

RZ - 0.999 DW - 2.47

LD : the demand for labour, which equals effective labour, private sector
UN : unemployment (man year)
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Wpcp : per capita wage (current prices).
p : price index

Note that UN influences the per capita wage through its reflection of the tension on the
labour market (the "reservation army of labour", according to Marx). The one-period-
lagged wage per capita reflects the existence of longer terFrl contracts and of general
agreements (called CAO's) between pression groups representing both sides of the
labour market. An underlying assumption for this wage equation is~that, in the short
run, the supply of labour (and therefore all demographic variables) are constant, and
therefore omitted.

Unemployment is determined as follows; the unemployment as a percentage of
the labour supply is given, call this UNpct. Now labour supply consists of labour
demand and unemployment and UNpct can therefore be written as:

UNpct~ 100 - UN I(UN f LD)

and this can be rearranged to describe unemployment:

(2) UN - [ (UNpct~100) I (1-(UNpctI100)) ) ~` LD

where

LD - LDp f LDg

LDp : private labour demand
LDg : government's labour demand

The wage sum can now be derived by multiplying the per capita wage with the demand
for labour and this wage sum is used as the tax base for direct taxes, this in order to
determine the after-tax wage. The fist step is to find the direct tax perunage. This is
done by regressing the received direct taxes on the tax base':

(3) DTAX - -15,548 f 0.34 WS
t values -.1.76 7.25

RZ - 0.952 DW - 1.665

DTAX : indirect taxes, received amounts
WS : wage sum (constant prices), government and private sector

Now the after-tax nominal wage sum is derived by

4 Here, as in the equation describing indirect taxes (eq. 15), there should be no intercept term in the
regression; omitting this should have resulted in the biasedness of the other estimator.
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(4) WS2cp -( 1-T) WS - PP - PPF f PA f PAF

WS2 : after tax wage sum, government and private sector, current prices
PP : pension payments
PPF : pension payments to foreign pension furíds
PA : pension allowances ,
PAF : pension allowances from foreign pension funds

Where 7 is set equal to 0.34 and where WS is defined as:

WS-WSp-~WSg
WSp - Wp ~` LDp
WSg - Wg ~` LDg
Wp - Wpcp I p

WSp : wage sum, private sector
WSg : wage sum, government

The equation describing the government's per capita wage will be given later.

As said, the income is used to consume and save. The two relevant expenditure entries
for households are consumption and imports. Imports are described b}~:

(5) M- 6,097 f 0.09 CO f 0.78 X
t values 0.67 1.40 11.29

R'- - 0.983 DW - 1.905

M : import
X : export
CO : consumption

As the most important determinant of imports, we see exports. This reflects the fact that
trade and transit is an important economic activity in the Netherlands.

Consumption, the second expenditure entry for households, is explained by the
following equation:

(6) CO - 170,560 ~- 1.16 WS2cp
t values 4.19 4.93

RZ - 0.651 DW - 1.152

WS2cp : after tax total wage sum (current prices),

Note that the consumption is in constant prices, whereas the after tax wage is not. The
reason for this is that the inclusion of the nominal after tax wage allows for some
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money illusion in the consumption decision. If wages and prices change simultaneously,
we assume that the economic actor neglects or at least underestimates the price
changes.

The last endogenous variable which has to be described in this subsection, the
aggregate savings, is defined as the balance entry of the income identity. Consider the
income identity in constant prices and factor costs:

Y - COfIfGfX-M

Y : production
I : gross investment
G : government spending (consumption and investment)

This income (in constant prices and factor costs) is used for purchases of consumption
goods and wealth (savings)

Y-COfSfG

S : savings

Combination of these equations results in:

(7) S - I ~ X-M ~

in words: savings equal investment plus the surplus on the balance of payments.

2.1.2. Firms

The demand for labour is described by the one period lagged demand for Dutch goods
(in and outside the Netherlands), the one period lagged demand for labour (since most
labour contracts are made for a period longer than a year) and the one period lagged
wage.

(8) LDp - 1, 898 f 0.003 Y(-1) f 1.17 LDp(-1) - 0. 79 LDp(-2) - 8. 52 Wcp(-1)
t values 3.32 1.02 3.58 -3.22 -1.4

R~ - 0.939 DW - 1.892

From a theoretical point of view, the inclusion of production would have been
appropriate, but we do not choose to include it. The reason for this is twofold: firstly,
the inclusion of production leads to large simulation errors. The problem therefore was
to find a variable which could be correlated with production, but whose simulation

5 Note that this line of reasoning is of a rypical short term nature.
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results were better. Secondly, the inclusion of demand-generated variables in a supply-
side equation gave the opportunity to improve the block-recursiveness of the model.

The capital stock is determined by an identity, based on the notion that the first
difference of the capital stock equals the net investments.

(9) CS - CS(-1) f (I - D)

D : (real) depreciation

The implicit result of the above formulation is that the capital stock at the beginning of
the relevant period is set equal to zero, so that the difference between the actual - and
calculated capital stock, in any period, equals the (unknown) capital stock at the
beginning of the relevant period. However, this capital stock will be used to estimate
the production function, and the problem described above, involves only a constant, and
will therefore only influence the intercept term. The problem of deter,mining the capital
stock thus boils down to defining investment and depreciation. Investment is explained
by the one period lagged production, the rate of interest and the real wage sumb:

(10) I--69,480 f 0.32 Y(-1) f 1.04 (Wp - Wp(-1)) f D
t values -3.06 4.71 2.78

Rz - 0.937 DW - 1.414

The depreciation is explained by the first difference of the per capita wage and the one
period lagged capital stock.

(11) D- 6,978 - 0.22 (Wp - Wp(-1)) ~ 0.06 CS(-1)
t values 7.73 -4.05 56.52

RZ - 0.998 DW - 1.648

The role of the real wage sum (lagged or not) in both equations can be explained as
being the following: faster increasing total labour costs result in a substitution of labour
for capital. This is done in two ways: firstly, more new capital goods are aquired with
higher investments, in order to take advantage of new technological possibilities (which
are assumed to save labour) and secondly, depreciations are delayed, this to increase
the capital stock and substitute labour for capital. Note that it is the first difference of
the per capita wage that influences depreciation; if the wage remains on the same level
the next period, the capital stock is already fully adjusted, and depreciation is not
influenced .

6 T'he fact that the use of an accelerator-type equation turned out to fit to reality slightly better than a
cash-flow equation is consistent with the conclusions of (among others) Eisner (1963, p. 237).
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With these capital and labour inputs, productivity can be explained by a Cobb-
Douglas production function with constant returns to scale'.

Y - e`.LDp~.CS"-"'

Logarithmic transformation leads to:

Log(Y) - L.og(CS) - C f a.Log(LDpICS)

The estimated equation is:

L,ag(Y) - Log(CS) - 3.12 f 0.75 Log(LDpICS)
t values 19.10 22.55

R'- - 0.975 DW - 1.60

or:

(12) Y - 22.67 LDpo.~s.CSo.zs

Another variable which has to be highlighted is the price. This is explained by the
following equation:

(13) p-0.18f0.008Wp~0.09pw~-0.41p(-1)
t values 8.45 4.09 5.49 4.08

RZ - 0.998 DW - 1.750

Pw : world price index

Note that neither demand nor supply of goods is included in this equation, since it is
assumed that this market is in equilibrium. The motivation behind WScp ~ VL, the per
capita wage, is explicitly to model the spillover effects as mentioned in the introduction.
However, incorporating only WScp would not have been enough, since a change in
WScp consists of changes in the total amount of labour (VL) and changes in the per
capita wage. The first type of change is not relevant for our price equation, because the
increase in LD results in a increase in production, which offsets (partly) the wage sum
increase. The estimator of WScp would therefore underestimate the effect of wages on
the price level.
The motivation for the inclusion of the world price index is straightforward in the light
of the international trade intensity of the Netherlands.

' The appendiz indicates why the Cobb-Douglas specification has been chosen, and not the C.E.S.
specification.
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Part of production is meant for export. Export is explained by the production,
the difference between the national - and the world price index, and a trend.

(14) X--93,150 f 0.44 Y- 254,170 (p - pw)Ip ~ 11,507 T
t values -1.60 1.90 -14.24 11.84

RZ - 0.995 DW - 1.08

T : trend, T - 1,...,n

The trend variable T could in this context be interpreted as reflecting the growth of
world trade .

Lastly, the rate of interest is defined by an identity. The rate of interest consists of two
parts, the nominal rate of interest, which is exogenous and which is the average of a
long and short term rate of interest, and the "transfer" to a real rate of interest, which
consists of a weighted average of the rate of inflation for the current and last two years.
This makes the real rate of interest endogenous, since the price, and thus the rate of
inflation, is endogenous.

(15) r-(rs f rl)l2 -(0.5~`dp f 0.3~`dp(-1) f 0.2~`dp(-2))

r : real interest perunage
rs : real short term interest perunage
rl : real long term interest perunage
dp : inflation perunage

and

dp - p I p(-1)

2.1.3. Government

The point of departure is the governments budget constraint:

ITAX f DTAX f DEF f ORG - G f WSg f IPGn f BCTG

ITAX : indirect taxes, received amounts
DTAX : direct taxes, received amounts
DEF : budget deficit
ORG : other incomes, consisting of levies on wealth and non tax receipts.
BCTG : balance of outgoing and incoming secondary income and capital

transfers
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G : government expenditures, consisting of consumption and investment,
expenditures, exclusive wage payments to public servants

WSg : total wage payments to public servants (incl. teachers and millitary
personnel

IPGn : government's interest payments ~

On the left hand side of the equality sign, the debit entries are found: received direct
and indirect tax amounts, other receipts (non-tax receipts and levies on capital) and the
current years budget deficit. The endogenous sources of income are direct taxes (eq.
2) and indirect taxes:

(16) ITAX - 92.56 f 0.105 (Y-(X-M))
t values 0.02 9.36

RZ - 0.848 DW - 1.808

On the right hand side are the credit entries: the government spendings, other spendings
and interest payments. Public debt is defined as the sum of all earlier budget deficits:

(17) DBT - DBT(-1) f DEF

And the interest payments can therefore be defined as:

(18) IPGn - IPGn(-1)~`(1 t rng) f DEF~` rng

rng : government's nominal interest perunage

where it is assumed that the (nominal) interest perunage relevant for the government
(rng) equals 4 per cent. This is different from the interest percentage for the rest of the
economy. The reason for this is that it is assumed that the government, as a large
institutional borrower of funds, underhandedly bargains for credits, which, in
combination with its relative strong bargaining power, results in a generally steadier
rate of interest, compared to r.

The government demands labour LDg and has to pay a wage of Wg in order to realize
this demand. The government's labour demand is determined by:

(19) LDg - 77.97 f 0.004 G(-1) -f- 0.74 LDg(-1)
t values 4.08 2.58 10.78

RZ - 0.987 DW - 1.619

The wage equation is :
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(20) Wg - 24.49 - 0.008 UN f 0.63 Wg(-1)
t values 3.61 -4.06 5.69

Rz - 0.898 DW - 1.731

Wg : per capita wage government

Note that there is no interaction between both equations. The course~ of the wage and
labour demand appear to develop independently; actually this is not the case, only the
relationship is indirect, since the government's labour demand is determined by political
variables; the inclusion of the government expenditures (exclusive of the wage
payments) is Niskanian; the budget depends on the tasks (and thus spendings) of last
year and each public servant tries to hire as much people as possible, given this budget.

The last endogenous variable which has to be defined, is the governments' budget
deficit, and this is considered to be the balance entry of the, earlier mentioned, budget
deficitg.

(21) DEF - G f WSg f IPGn f BCTG -ITAX - DTAX - ORG

So, the model consists of three groups: households, firms and the government. The
model is rather supply-oriented, in the sense that demand (consumption and export)
depends on after tax per capita wage (which, in turn, depends among other things on
labour demand) and production, respectively. The short term nature of the model is
reflected in the disequilibrium situation on the labour market and the fact that savings
depend (indirectly) of the consumption decision of households.

2.2. The simulation results

In the following graphs, the (dynamic) simulation results will be confronted with the
actual course of some of the the endogenous variables. First, the course and
extrapolation of the exogenous variables will be discussed. Then the resulting
endogenous variables will be given in the same order as they were introduced in the
text.

Unemployment is extrapolated subject to the restrictions of three scenario's. The
first scenario is that where UN is a fixed percentage (about 12 per cent) of the total
labour force (defined as the sum of UN and VL, of course). This results in an

8 Note that, as a result of the dependency of the equations describing DEF and IPGn, substitution leads
to:

DEF - 1 [( 1}rng)"IPG(-n) t(~~o ( lfrng)'~IPG~DEF(-í)) t G t BC7
(1-rng)

where n stands for the period length.
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increasing unemployment in terms of man year. The second and the third scenario
imply unemployment percentage decreases and increases, respectively, through time.
All three scenarios are simulated and the results can be seen in the following figures.
The other exogenous variables are extrapolated on their own lagged value and a trend,
using the static simulation method, as given above. ~

The extrapolation equations are the following:

(22) G- 13,984 f 0.69 G(-1) - 0.38 G(-2) f 272.3 T
t values 3.08 3.26 -1.74 3.14

Rz - 0.910 DW - 0.686

(23) r- 0.04 f 0.79 r(-1) - 0.37 r(-2) - 0.007 T
t values 2.45 3.09 -1.40 -1.42

R'--0.536 DW-2.04

(24) pw - 0.17 f 1.28 pw(-1) - 0.62 pw(-2) ~ 0.01 T
t values 2.11 5.28 -1.79 0.95

R~ - 0.924 DW - 2.049

(25) BCTG - 12,138 -~ 1,596.6 T
t values 4.54 7.75

RZ - 0.800 DW - 0.390

(26) ORG - 8,761 f 1,319.7 T
t values 3.91 7.63

Rz - 0.795 DW - 0.493

(27) PP - 2,778 - 7.36 T f 1.01 PP(-1) - 0.15 PP(-2)
t values 2.68 -0.06 3.49 -0.49

Rz - 0.939 DW - 1.994
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(28) PPF - 2.66 t 0.94 T f 0.19 PPF(-1) - 0.18 PPF(-2)
t values 0.84 1.89 0.70 -5.30

RZ - 0.544 DW - 2.013

(29) PA - 13,164 f 422.42 T f 0.39 PA(-1) f 0.25 pA(-2)
t values 0.29 1.79 1.43 0.99

RZ - 0. 994 DW - 2.105

(30) PAF - 12.36 ~- 1.98 T f 0.26 PAF(-1) f 0.32 PAF(-2)
t values 1.54 0.77 0.66 0.83

RZ - 0.860 DW - 1.340

Their courses are shown in Fig. 1-6.
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Figure 6. Foreign pension payments and allowances

Now the historical and extrapolated values of these variables are used to simulate and
to extrapolate the course of the different endogenous variables, using the model
described above. For the estimation period of the behavioural equations, the (historical)
course of these variables are added in the graph for the most important variables. This
gives a good idea of the- simulation results of the model (also referred to as "the fit" of
the model). As will be seen, this fit is quite good, especially in the light of the small
size and simpleness of the model. Each figure will show three time series, one shows
the historical values of the variable and the three simulated courses, in which the
distinction is caused by the different extrapolation of unemployment percentage. When
discussing the figure, both the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the Theil will be
given.

The fit of the per capita wage turns out to be good, with a RMSE of 0.47 and a Theil
of 0.0096. For the second end third simulation variants, the ones with the decreasing
and increasing relative unemployment, respectively, the wage sum turns out to become
quite different, which is straightforward. It is remarkable, however, that the nominal
wage sum even increases in the case of a constant unemployment perunage, which is
the same as an increasing unemployment in terms of man year, as is the case in the first
variant. The change of the unemployment perunage only seems to influence the growth
of the private per capita wage. The reason for this is the influence of the price index
on wage demands. The increasing price level (see Fig. 9) does not only influence both
courses of Wcp, but it also increases the difference between WScp in both scenarios.
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The RMSE is 3366.16 and the Theil is 0.096. Here we see that the simulated course
of depreciation (Fig. 8) mostly underestimates the actual depreciation course; this could
be due to the effect of the investments; this variable mostly underestimates the actual
value of investment. This results in the underestimation of the capital stock and hence
depreciation.
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Figure 9 shows the price index, based on the price level of 1980. Again, the RMSE of
0.0061 and the Theil of 0.0023 show a very good fit. The increase of the price index
p over both simulation variants is an indirect result of the increase of the wage sum
Wcp, which highlights a wage-price loop.
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The simulation results of private labour demand LD (Fig. 10) are, with a RMSE of
98.091 and a Theil of 0.021 less satisfactory. The reason for this is mainly the
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discontinuous historical course of this variable, which makes estimation and simulation
difficult. The diverging simulation paths for the labour demand are the result of the
changes in the per capita wage and, to a less extent, production.
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The simulation of consumption (Fig. 12) is quite consistent with the actual course of
the variable, and, as we will see, this is due to the good simulation results of the total
nominal wage sum, after tax and after pension payments. The RMSE is 4326.6 and the
Theil is 0.0016.

The simulation fit of investments (Fig. 13) is in ágreement with the fit of the
course of depreciation; it is remarkable, however, that the diffqrent courses of
unemployment do not drastically affect investment. The RMSE is 7939 and the Theil
is 0.113.
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As said, when discussing the performance of investments, the simulation errors of the
demand for labour end investment have far reaching consequences for the fit of other
variables. This goes as well for production (Fig. 14), which directly depends on the
demand for labour. Therefore, the pattern as shown for the courses of depreciation and
investment, is reflected in the simulation courses of this variable. The RMSE is 13195
whereas the Theil is 0.044, which is not too bad.
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When analyzing the course of production it can readily be seen that the different paths
of unemployment affect the path of production significantly. This is due to the effect
of the private labour demand, and the effect of the changing unemployment ratios on
the courses of labour demand. This effect is reduced by decreasing investment, but only
very modestly. Therefore, higher unemployment (or a larger labour force given the
demand) leads to a higher demand for labour, triggered by a lower private per capita
wage, and a very modest counterfitting substitution of capital for labour. This means
that the higher demand for labour results in a higher production.

Since savings are the result of an identity containing investments as the most
important determinant, one can expect the same simulation error to occur here as well.
From Fig. 17 we see that this is indeed the case. The RMSE is 6335 and the Theil is
0.147, which confirms this expectancy.

The simulation results for exports (RMSE 7662, Thei10.039) and imports (RMSE 7380
and Theil 0.040) are satisfying; see Fig. 16 and 17.
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In the case of the simulation of the budget deficit, the RMSE is 7380.7 and the Theil
equals 0.0404. The RMSE and Theil of the government debt are 11790.58 and 0.064,
respectively. In particular, the Theil reveals that the fit is quite good, however
structural of nature.
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Figure 20. Government's per capita wage

The fit of the government's per capita wage is reasonable (RMSE 1.056 and Theil
0.019), considering the discontinuous path of the historical course of the variable. The
comparison of Fig. 20 and 21, with Fig. 12 (private labour demand) and 9(private per
capita wage), highlights an interesting fact, namely, that with respect to wages and
labour demand we see that only one usually responds to (expected) changes of the
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economic situation; in the case of the private entrepreneur, the adapting variable seems
to be the labour demand, which is consistent with (among other things) the implicit
wage theory. In the case of the government, however, the situation is inversed: the
labour demand seems to follow a rather continuous course through time. It seems that
the government reacts to economic changes through the per capita wage it pays to civil
servants. The RMSE and Theil of the government's labour demar~d are 3.602 and
0.005, respectively. ~
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Figure 21. Government's labour demand

The short term model as presented in this section, is rather simple, but in spite of this,
its simulation results are quite good. Moreover, the extrapolations match the theoretical
considerations. The three simulation variants, based on different growth paths of the
supply of labour, through unemployment, lead to the expected results, in the sense that
the third variant, the one with the highest unemployment (absolute and in terms of
growth), has the lowest per capita wage, price level, consumption and the highest
labour demand, production, investment and budget deficit. This leads to the conclusion
that the results of this model support the (commonly known) opinion of the Centraal
Planbureau, that an autonomous per capita wage decrease (which boils down to the
same thing as increasing labour supply, since the latter decreases the wage), leads to
a higher growth path of the economy.
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3. The long term equilibrium model

In this section the long term model will be presented and simulated9. As we will see,
unemployment and the labour market as a whole becomes obsolete, which limits the
possibilities for forming simulation variants as done in the first chapter. However, the
exogenous changes involved in the simulation of savings and the extiapolation of the
labour force will allow us to analyse the stability of the model.

The model presented in section 2, has some characteristics wllich makes it only
suitable as a short term model. It assumes some disequilibrium situations (for instance
at the labour market), which do not hold in the long run. In the long term, we assume
that the economy will follow an equilibrium path, or at least converge to it. Therefore,
if the purpose of the model is a simulation beyond the year 2000, we have to modify
the model in some ways. These modifications concern the demand for labour and
investment goods, the role of savings, unemployment and the government's budget
deficit. The character of these changes is merely to megliorate the link with theoretical
determined equilibrium behaviour of economic agents and the economy as a whole. The
simulation results are then allowed to fit less well in comparison with the short term
model; this implies that the variable in question in the short run diverges from its long
term course.

The main difference between the short and long term model is that in the former,
income and consumption (indirectly) determine savings, whereas in the latter it is the
other way around: for each period, the wage level is determined and people decide
exogenously which part of this income will be saved. The difference between income
and savings is then integrally consumed. The reason for this change is that, in the long
run, people will react to changes in their income with their consumption decisions, in
order to keep their lifetime income at the same level or on the same path. The second
reason is that, letting the savings-wage ratio exogenous, we avoid the implementation
of demographic variables, since the (modified) golden rule states that, when the
economy is on its equilibrium path, savings are (through the marginal productivity of
capital) determined by the sum of the time preference and the population growth. This
means that, in the context of this model, savings must be exogenous and consumption
is determined by the difference between disposable income and savings.

Another important change, relative to the short term model, is that all variables
are defined in real terms. In the short term model, the nominal wage sum WS and the
from WS derived variables were in nominal terms. This allowed for "price illusion" .
However, in the long term, this illusion dissapears completely. As a result, the simu-
lation of the price index is now independent of the rest of the model.

The third (and possibly most important) difference between the short and the
long term model, is that in the latter, the labour market is assumed to be in equilibrium.
This means that the total demand for labour equals the supply for labour, given the per

9 Since this model is based on the short term model, as presented in the first chapter, the number ofeach
equation in this model is the same as in the short term model; this for reasons of consistency. This means that,
for instance, the number for the equation describing consumption is 5 and 5-LT for the short and the long
term model, respectively.
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capita wage, which makes them both determined by demographic changes`o. The total
demand for labour is thus exogenous, but the division over the two sectors, the
government and the private sector, is not.

Assuming profit-maximizing firms, the per capita wage is determined by the
production-block, through the first-order conditions.

period growth rate value of ~

1988-1994 - 0.27511

1995-2004 0.116279 0.30710
2005-2014 0.166667 0. 35828

2015-2024 0.1428571 0.40947
2025-2034 0.015625 0.41586

2035-2044 0.369231 0.56941

2045-2054 0.033708 0.58861
2055- -0.06522 0.55022

Table 1. Growth rates of ~

As said earlier, savings are treated somewhat different compared to the other variables,
in the sense that they are related to the wage sum, but the ratio of savings and wage
sum (denoted as ~) is exogenous and partly determined using information from
NEDYMAS. Thus:

(7-LT) S - ~ WS .

The course of ~ is determined using historical data, and taken as exogenous. This means
that savings are ex ante exogenous. For the ex post simulation, the 1988 value of ~ is
taken, and this value is corrected for the growth rates of the ratio of contratractual
savings and wage sum, taken from NEDYMAS. These growth rates are given in table
1. It is clear that ~ should not be confused with a savings quote, since it seriously
overestimates this quote; the role of other sources of income (a.o. profits) is not taken
into account by ~. The resulting course of savings completely fits the historical cour-
se" (that is why savings are ex ante exogenous) and incorporates information from
NEDYMAS. The resulting discontinuous course was then smoothed by taking a
weighted average using the following equation:

'o Another advantage of this is that the relation between NEDYMAS and the micro model is
strengthened.

" Apart from a rounding error and the simulation error involved by W.
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Figure 22. Savings

As the course of savings is known, the consumption is defined as being the balance
between disposable income (which implicitly includes the total wage sum) and these
savings.

(6-LT) CO - p~` Y f WSg f BSIP f BPIP f BCTG - DTAX - ORG - S

Implicitly, the assumption is made that disposable income equals the revenues of firms
(which consist of profits and payments to suppliers of the production factor labour to
the private sector) and the balance of government's contribution to disposable income.

Of course, the above determinations of savings and consumption depend, in some way,
on the course of the total wage sum WS. This course depends on the labour market and
is modelled as follows. At first, the wage is determined:

(1-LT) Wp - a (Y I LDp)

Where a results from the estimation of the production function.
The second input factor is capital. Analogously, the first difference of the capital

stock equals investments. The derivation of the (main) determinant of investments is
therefore found by taking the marginal productiviry condition of capital, and taking the
first difference. The next step is to calculate the difference between this first order
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condition'Z and the historical course of investment minus depreciation, and regressing
a logarithmic trend on this difference. In doing so, we force the elasticity of net
investment to the marginal productivity condition to be equal to unity. The resulting
equation is:
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Figure 23. Consumption

(10-LT) I--8,815 f(1-a)~`(Y - Y(-1)) plrcp -~ 9,090 LT -~ D
t values -0.47 1.34

RZ - 0.095 DW - 1.692

LT : logarithmic trend

The resulting simulation course is:

t2 Slightly modified, since we did not divide production by the (actual, or one period lagged) interest
perunage, respectively, but used only the price-interest ratio of the actual period. In doing this, we assume
that this ratio remains constant between two periods. The reason for this is purely statistical.
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The equation determining depreciation is the following:

2~~:

(11-LT) D- 4,015 - 0.15 (WSp - WSp(-1)) ~- 0.06 CS(-1)
t values 8.75 -3.84 72.16

RZ - 0.997 DW - 0.802

and the simulation course is given in Fig. 25.

In the short-term model, the equality of

S-I - X-M

was guaranteed by letting savings be the balance entry. Here, this has to be modified,
since S is now determined by the wage sum and ~. Therefore, either export or import
has to be defined as the new balance entry. The most convenient would be to choose
M, but this would make the imports underidentified, since they would be determined
by exports by using the equation given in section 2, and exports would be a function
of imports, namely through the income identifier given above. Knowing this, and since
we had defined import already as being partly determined by export, the use of M as
balance variable is quite obvious. The above equation is thus rewritten as:

M--S f I f X

and the courses of export and import are given in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27.
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Figure 27. Imports

The last part of the model that has been subject to considerable changes, is the govern-
ment. In the short term model, government expenditures were exogenous and the budget
defieit was the balance of the government's budget equation. This changes in the long
term, since in this case, objectives concerning the debt become relevant. This means
that government expenditures are adapted to the debt situation. In this model, we opted
for using the European Monetary Uníon (EMU) standard as the long term restriction
for the government. There are two possible points of departure: a government's budget
deficit equal to 3 per cent of the NNP or a government's debt equal to 60 per cent of
the GNP. In terms of simulation results, both methods are equivalent, as could be
expected. For purposes of modelling, the latter will be used. The point of departure is
equation (17):

(17) DBT - DBT(-1) f DEF

Write dbt - DBT I Y, def - DEF I Y and g- (Y - Y(-1))~Y(-1), then

dbt - DBT(-1)IY f def
G-~ dbt - DBT(-1)I(Y(-1)(1 f g)) f def
G-1 dbt - dbt(-1)I(1 f g) f def

Suppose a steady state, so that dbt - dbt(-1); the EMU standard implies that this is
indeed true and that dbt equals 0.6.
Now solve for def:

def - dbt~`(gl(1 fg))
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or, according to the EMU standard, we get the so-called Domar Rule:

def - 0.6~`Y~`(g~(1 fg))

The government block of the model therefore becomes

(17-LT) DBT - DBT(-1) f DEF

(18-LT) IPGn -(1 frn) ~` IPGn(-1) f rn~`DEF

GB - ITAX - WSg f DTAX ~- ORG - BCTG f D- IPGn

G- GB v GB ~ 0

G - 0 else

(21-LT) DEF - 0.6 ~` Y~` (gl(1 fg)) - GB(-1) f G(-1)

The government's debt is primary equal to the maximum allowed by the European
Monetary Union. However, due to the increasing interest payments IPGn, it is possible
that G will become negative in this situation, something which is theoretically and
practically impossible. Therefore, in this case, the budget deficit has to increase enough
to cover the increased interest payments, which will allow the government expenditures
to remain at least at the zero level. In this case, ceteris paribus, the E.M.U. standard
becomes infeasible, without an increase of the direct and indirect tax percentages.

The total wage sum paid by the government, WSg, is logically determined by
the per capita wage times the government's labour demand. Here, another long term
consideration comes in, as we assume the per capita wage of the government and the
private sector to be equal.

WSg - Wind ~` VLg

And the government's labour demand equation, is analogeous to that in the short term
model .

(19-LT) LDg - 284.48 f 0.003 G(-1) f 0.49 LDg(-1)
t values 2.38 2.89 2.99

RZ - 0.856 DW - 1.638

Since the economy-wide labour demand is exogenous, the labour demand of the
government and that of the private sector are linear dependent:

(8-LT) LDp - LD - LDg
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LD : total labour demand

When calculating the government's interest payments, it is necessary to determine the
long term nominal rate of interest rcp:

(15-LT) rcp - 0.02 ~` (1 f dp)

The courses of the variables characterizing the government are shown~in Fig. 28 to Fig.
31.
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The following equations have remained the same structure13 :

(16-LT)

(3-LT)

~~ ~ ~~ ~,.

BO
24 BO 9G 2000 2G~G 2G20 2030 20~0 2G50

3se -

3ac -

32~ -

300 -

2B0 -

2E0 ~

2~G ~

22C -

20i, -

~BO -~~

~60 -~I~

~~0

enáogenous variabies

C
I
C
~

~20 ~~ ~~

~00 ~~

ITAX - -1,168 ~ 0.109 (Y-(X-M))

DTAX - -30,247 f 0.42 WS

Log(Y) - Log(CS) - 3.13 f 0.75 Log(LDpICS)

or:

(12-LT) Y - 22.89 LDpo.~s CSo.zs

(14-LT) X --642,580 ~- 2.73 Y-219,660 (p-pw)Ip f 2,049 LT

(13-LT) p- 0.1 -f- 0.005 Wp f 0.11 pw f 0. 80 p(-1)

t3 The estimators are changed, compared to the short term model. These changes are the result of the
changes made to other variables: the change of the definition of imports leads to different estimators in the
indirect tax equation (16-LT). The second reason is that (in the export equation) the trend variable is replaced
by its logarithmic value, which leads to different estimation results (and influences the estimation results of
ITAX). Other reasons are the use of different exogenous variables as instruments, and (sometimes) a
difference in estimation period.
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The most important identities are:

(4-LT) WS - Wp ~` (LDp f LDg)

and '

WS2 - (1-T) ~` WS ' `

where T is the estimator from the direct tax equation.

(5-LT) M- S- I f X

(9-LT) CS - CS(-1) f I- D

The simulations for the most important of the remaining endogenous variables are
shown in Fig. 32-34.
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In order to analyse the stability of the model, the most important variables are now
plotted as growth rates in Fig. 35-39.
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4. The implementation in NEDYMAS.

As we have said before, we have chosen the second option as mentioned by Galler
(1990). In the short run, the situation on January lst of each year is used to determine
the expected values with respect to the wages: given the observed (or simulated) values
for Y(-1), LDp(-1), LDp(-2), Wpcp(-1), G(-1) and LDg(-1), the Eqs. (8) and (19) give
us LDp and LDg, and, consequently, total labour demand LD. Given the labour
demand and unemployment on 31 December of the previous year, we determine the
unemployment UN on 1 January. Then, we calculate Wg via Eq. (20) and Wp via the
Eqs. (1), (13) and the definition Wp - Wpcp I p. These estimation for the wage rates
are used as expected wage rates in the determination of the labour supply in
NEDYMAS [see Nelissen (1993a: section 6.3)]. This results in the macro labour
supply, LS. Given the afore determined labour dernand, we now have the numbers of
unemployed persons, and also UN. We now determine again the estimates for Wg and
Wp. An alternative could be, to determine Wg and Wp in an iterative procedure, but
for reason of computer costs, we have decided not to do this for the time being. These
estimates for Wp and Wg are used in NEDYMAS to determine the individual wages.

Then the estimates for the other endogeneous variables are determined and used as an
input in the next year or to determine additional macro iigures (like the budget deficit
and the national debt). The sequence is as follows. The identities determine WS and the
latter DTAX (Eq. 3) and WS2cp (Eq. 4). Next, consumption CO can be calculated (Eq.
6). Depriciation D results via Eq. (11) from Wp, Wp(-1) and CS(-1). D in combination
with Wp, Wp(-1), Y(-1) gives us I(Eq. 10) and CS (Eq. 9). CS and LDp result in Y
(Eq. 12). We can now calculate X(Eq. 14) and with behalf of CO, the imports M(Eq.
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5). Now S is known from Eq. (7) and ITAX from Eq. (16). Via the Eqs. (17), (18) and
(21) we get DBT, IPGn and DEF. The interest rate is given by Eq. (15).

In the long run the procedure is analogeous. We also use two steps to determine labour
supply. But now unemployment is exogeneous. Given thé labour supply on 1 January
gives us LD, the labour demand. With Eqs. (19) and (8) we,have LDg,and LDp. These
values imported in the Eqs. (1), (9) -(13), (15) and the idendity Wsp - Wp ~` LDp
gives us the ex ante value for Wp (which equals Wg). We now caleulate the labour
supply for the current year. In combination with the exogeneous frictional
unemployment we get labour demand LD for the current year. The Eqs. (1), (9) -(13),
(15) and the idendiry for Wsp gives us Wp, CS, I, D, Y, p and rep. WS then results
from Eq. (4), X from (14), S from (7), CO from (6), M from (5), ITAX from (16),
DTAX from (3), DEF from (21), DBT from (17), IPGn from (18) and the latter
determines GB and G.

5. Evaluation.

The first generation of microsimulation models did not take account of individual
response and implicitly assumed that a new policy did not result in a reaction of
individuals and the economy. Second generation models try to include behavioural
responses. For example, NEDYMAS contains behavioural responses in the field of
labour supply, disablement, unemployment [see Nelissen (1993b)] and medical
consumption [see Nelissen (1991)]. This second generation still does not take account
of spillovers and this implies that it is assumed that individuals can adjust their demand
for goods or supply of factors, whereas the prices do not change. The latter, of course,
is a rather crude assumption. Third generation microsimulation models try to solve this
problem; they do not only model behavioural responses, but also responses of markets
to policy changes [see Betson (1990: 429-431)] .

So, the advantages of a general model above a partial model are evident. The first one
gives a full picture of the effects of changes in the economy and can give insight in the
differences between the actual and the intended incidence of ineasures and in the effects
of behavioural responses that occur in an economy. However, the development of a
general microsimulation model requires huge efforts and will not be feasible within a
limited number of years. Therefore, this requires a gradual development [see Hartog,
Laane and Theeuwes (1986)]. We first constructed a microsimulation models for
households including behavioral responses; see Nelissen (1993a). This paper describes
the second step, namely the introduction of a macro environment. For that purpose, we
use a limited macro model. In this we distinguish between a short term and a long term
model .

The short term macromodel equations are:
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Wpcp --5 .70 - 0.004 UN f 0.57 Wpcp(-1) f 24.49 p
UN - [ (UNpctI100) I (1-(UNpctI100)) ] ~` LD
DTAX - -15,548 t 0.34 WS
WS2cp -(1-T) WS - PP - PPF f PA f PAF
M-6,097f0.09COf0.78X ~
CO - 170,560 f 1.16 WS2cp
S - I f X-M ~
LDp - 1,898 f 0.003 Y(-1) t 1.17 LDp(-1) - 0.79 LDp(-2~ - 8.52 Wcp(-1)
CS - CS(-1) f (I - D)
I--69,480 f 0.32 Y(-1) f 1.04 (Wp - Wp(-1)) f D
D- 6,978 - 0.22 (Wp - Wp(-1)) f 0.06 CS(-1)
Y - 22.67 LDpo.'s.CSo.Zs
p- 0.18 f 0.008 Wp f 0. 09 pw f 0.41 p(-1)
X--93,150 f 0.44 Y- 254,170 (p - pw)Ip f 11,507 T
r-(rs ~- rl)l2 -(0.5 ~`dp f 0. 3~`dp(-1) f 0.2 ~`dp(-2))
ITAX - 92.56 f 0.105 (Y-(X-M))
DBT - DBT(-1) f DEF
IPGn - IPGn(-1)~`(1 f rng) f DEF~` rng
LDg - 77.97 -f- 0.004 G(-1) f 0. 74 LDg(-1)
Wg - 24.49 - 0.008 UN t 0.63 Wg(-1)
DEF - G~ WSg f IPGn f BCTG -ITAX - DTAX - ORG

other identities:
(a) WS - WSp -~ WSg
(b) WSp - Wp ~` LDp
(c) WSg - Wg ~` LDg
(d) WP - WPcP I P
(e) LD - LDp f LDg
(~ dP - P I P(-1)

The long run equations are:

(1-LT) Wp - a (Y I LDp)
(3-LT) DTAX - -30,247 f 0.42 WS
(4-LT) WS - Wp ~` (LDp f LDg)
(5-LT) M- S- I f X
(6-LT) CO - p~` Y f WSg f BSIP f BPIP f BCTG - DTAX - ORG - S
(7-LT) S - ~ WS
(8-LT) LDp - LD - LDg
(9-LT) CS - CS(-1) ~- I - D
(10-LT) I--8,815 f(1-a)~`(Y - Y(-1)) plrcp -~- 9,090 LT -t- D
(11-LT) D- 4,015 - 0.15 (WSp - WSp(-1)) f 0.06 CS(-1)
(12-LT) Y - 22.89 LDpo.~s CSo.zs

(13-LT) p- 0.1 ~- 0.005 Wp - ~- 0.11 pw f 0.80 p(-1)
(14-LT) X--642,580 f 2.73 Y- 219,660 (p-pw)Ip f 2,049 LT
(15-LT) rcp - 0.02~`(1 fdp)
(16-LT) ITAX - -1,168 f 0.109 (Y-(X-M))
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(17-LT) DBT - DBT(-1) f DEF
(18-LT) IPGn -(1 f rn) ~` IPGn(-1) f rn~` DEF
(19-LT) LDg - 284.48 f 0.003 G(-1) f 0.49 LDg(-1)
(21-LT) DEF - 0.6 ~` Y~(g I(1 fg)) - GB(-1) f G(-1))
other identities: '
(a-LT) WS - WSp ~ WSg
(b-LT) WSp - Wp ~` LDp ' ~
(c-LT) WSg - Wg ~ LDg ~
(f-LT) dp - p I p(-1)
(g-LT) GB - ITAX - WSg f DTAX f ORG - BCTG f D- IPGn
(h-LT) G- GB b' GB ~ 0 and G - 0 elsewhere
(i-LT) Wg - Wp
(j-LT) LD - LS - UN
(k-LT) g - (Y- Y(-1)) I Y(-1)

The extension of the microsimulation model NEDYMAS with these macro models
implies that we can take account of economic interactions between the micro and macro
level. Macroeconomic feedback effects can now be dealt with to some extent, and,
consequently, third order effects of policy changes. The macro shell is rather limited,
due to computer costs. In the near future, when faster computers are available, we hope
to extend the model to make it more realistic. For example, a monetary block could
then also be added. This model will mainly be used for simulations in the field of old
age pensions and demographic changes.
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APPENDIX. A CD or a CES-production function?

Write the CES in logarithmic form:

logY - logY - v log[SCS"P t(1-S)LDp-P] f u
P

Now, departing from the knowledge that for p- 0, the CES function~boils down to the
Cobb-Douglas function, we linearize equation 1 by taking its Taylor expansion for rho
equal to 0, and ignoring higher order terms14. This results in:

logY - logy t uS1ogCS -~ u(1-ó)ZogLDp-~pub(1-S) [logCS - logLDp]2 t u

This equation can be separated in a"Cobb-Douglas" part, and a correction term, where
the latter represents the difference between both production functions or, in other
words, the extent to which p differs from zero.

The estimation result is:

log(Y) - 4.86 f 0.27 log(CS) f 0.52 log(LDp) - 0.013 [log(CS)-log(LDp)]'-
t values 2.29 0.93 1.4 -0.21

R-0.96 DW- 1.7

It is quite clear that we cannot reject the "Cobb-Douglas hypothesis" , that is, that using
the CES function instead of the Cobb-Douglas does not add significantly to the
estimation results.

The second, and de facto more important reason for not using the CES
production function, is the non-linear part of the production function, however small,
makes the model highly unstable, since the production function is one of the crucial
equations, and since it turns out to "amplify" existing simulation errors and non-
linearities.

14 See, for instance, Kmenta (1967).
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

BCTG balance of incoming capital transfers government
BPIP balance of primary incoming payments
BSIP balance of secondary incoming payments '
CS capital stock
D depreciation ' ~
DBT national debt ,
DEF budget deficit
DTAX direct tax receipts
CO consumption
G government expenditures (excl. wage payments)
G2 government expenditures (incl. wage payments)
I investment
IPGn interest payments on government debt
ITAX indirect tax receipts
M import
LD total labour demand
LDp private labour demand
LDg government's labour demand
LS labour supply
ORG other incoming transfers government
p price index
PA pension allowances
PAF pension allowances from foreign pension funds
PP pension payments
PPF pension payments to foreign pension funds
pw world price index
r interest rate
rl long term interest rate
rng nominal interest rate for the government
rs short term interest rate
S savings
UN unemployment in manyear
UNpct unemployment as a percentage of labour supply.
Wg government's per capita wage
WS wage sum
WSg government's wage sum
WSp private wage sum
WS2 after tax wage sum
Wp private per capita wage
X export
Y production
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